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Euratom OCR - Ispra (Varese)

The critical facility EGO is intended for buckling
measurements of the ORGEL lattices by the progressive
substitution method, and for the .evaluation of other
important neutron parameters of such lattices as temperature coefficients, reactivity change as a function of
the burn-up, microscopic parameters, neutron spectrum.
In this report, the criteria for the choice of the core
parameters, some engineering features and the experimental program of the EGO reactor are detailed.

INTRODUCTION

The critical facility ECO (Essai Critique Orgel) is a
low power assembly, intended for the experimental
determination of the lattice parameters of the heavy
water-moderated, organic liquid-cooled reactor (Orgel), under study by the Euratom Common Research
Center at Ispra.
The importance of correlating theoretical evaluations with experimental results arises from the following considerations:
a) high accuracy from the calculations cannot be
expected because of the complexity of the Orgel
fuel element and the presence of an hydrogenated
coolant,
b) in an Orgel type of reactor (as in any natural
uranium reactor) uncertainties in the reactivity
balance can produce noticeable effects on the development of the whole project and hence on the
economy of such a reactor.
I. CRITERIA FOR THE CHOICE OF ECO CORE
PARAMETERS

To establish the size of the core vessel of ECO,
we referred especially to the buckling measurements
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Fig. 1 - Fuel element of the reference lattice.

by the method of progressive substitution worked
up at Saclay (France) 1,
This method consists in the progressive substitution
of the reference elements located in the central
zone of the reactor with the elements to be tested.
The buckling of the reference lattice is measured by
flux mapping; the difference LJB• between the
bucklings of the two lattices may be determined
by measuring the variations of the D 2 0 critical
level corresponding to each substitution.
The errors affecting LJB• are essentially of two types:
errors independent to LJB•
They are connected with the uncertainty in the
critical level measurements and are usually small
(of the order of 0.02 m- 2 );
errors proportional to LJB•
They come from the uncertainties m the extrapolated height, in the extrapolated radius, in the
evaluation of the reflector coefficients and from the
difficulty of adjusting the coupling coefficient
between thermal and fast neutrons of the two
regions of the core. This error is of the order of
374% of LJB•.
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a) Refiector

The first choice to be made was between a bare
and a reflected reactor; the reflector produces a
distortion of the neutron flux in the core boundary,
thus limiting the number of points available for
best-fitting radial and axial flux measurements.
Furthermore, when interpreting the substitution
measurements, the introduction of the so-called
reflector coefficients is required in the reflected
reactor to account for the variation of the reflector
saving with the heavy water level. These reflector
coefficients are calculated with a rather poor approximation.
Otherwise, as the Orgel lattices have rather low
bucklings (of the order of 2.5 m- 2 ) and owing to
the fact that the amount of heavy water to be
supplied must be contained in reasonable limits, if
one chooses a bare reactor one must accept high
values of the buckling difference between << reference » and « test » lattices.
As the reflector offers also a convenient housing
for neutron flux detectors and control plates, a
side and bottom reflected reactor was designed.
However, a boral skirt, sliding between the core
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vessel and the reflector, allows for experiments
with the radially bare reactor.

b) Diameter of the core vessel
The choice of the vessel diameter results from
evaluating how it affects the following parameters:
- heavy water supply,
- number, weight and height of the fuel elements,
- reactivity equivalent of 1 mm height of heavy
water,
- number of radial points available for bestfitting the J O function,
- thickness of the reference boundary zone when
the radius of the test central zone is maximum.
It is easily understandable that there are opposite
requirements; for instance, if the vessel diameter
has a value in the range of 2.80 to 3.30 m, which
is reasonable for the bucklings of interest, a low
heavy water supply would require a small diameter.
If, on the other hand, fuel elements of excessive
heights (which makes their handling difficult in
substitution operations) are to be avoided, large
diameter values would then be required. A 3 m
diameter was considered to fulfil adequately the
above requirements.

c) Fuel element of the reference lattice
The fuel element of the reference lattice was selected
in such a way as to satisfy the experimental requirements in a large range of lattices to be examined
(by changing type and geometry of the fuel element,
moderating ratio, etc.).
To obtain in the boundary region occupied by the
reference lattice a neutron spectrum (and hence a
moderating ratio) near to the one in the central
region, the element chosen is similar to that of
Orgel lattice, that is formed by a rod cluster contained in an organic liquid-filled aluminium tube.
The main characteristics of the element (fig. 1),
determined through a detailed parameter analysis,
are the following :
number of rods
19
diameter of uranium metal rods
12 mm
thickness of aluminium cans
1 mm
distance between cans of two adjacent
rods
1.2mm
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Fig. 2 - Buckling of the reference lattice vs. lattice pitch. Core
temperatures of 20 •c (curves a, c) and 80 •c (curves b, d).
Calandrla tube thickness of 1.5 mm (curves a, b) and 3 mm
(curves c, d).

distance of the boundary rod cans from
the calandria tube
2 mm
thickness of the calandria tube
1.5mm
height of the active fuel region
2900 mm
The organic liquid chosen is Dyphil (diphenyl
26.5%, di phenyl oxide 73.5%); its hydrogen atom
concentration is near the one of Gilotherm OM
(the organic coolant probably used in Orgel). Dyphil
has the advantage of being liquid at room temperature.
At intermediate pitch values, a small decrease of
buckling may be useful to avoid too large buckling
differences between the two regions. This can be
achieved by mounting a second aluminium tube
1.5 mm thick, outside the first one.
Fig. 2 shows the lattice buckling as a function of
the pitch, at 20 oc and 80 oc.
2. ENGINEERING FEATURES

a) Core, reflector, shielding
As mentioned above, the core of ECO is contained
in a 3 m diameter aluminium tank. The cylindrical
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wall of the tank is 10 mm thick; the base is 15 mm
thick. The tank is surrounded laterally and underneath by a thermal insulating liner and by a 90 cm
thick graphite reflector (fig. 3).
A 6000 X 6000 X 1300 mm parallelepiped-shaped
aluminium caisson is connected through a neoprene
joint to the top of the tank. It contains the fuel
element suspension mechanism formed by 17 lower
rails bearing small carriages under which the fuel
elements hang, guided by 17 upper rails placed at
right angles with the others (fig. 4).
The rails move parallel and symmetrically with
respect to the fixed central one by means of an array
of articulated lozenges. In this way, it is possible
to realize a continuously adjustable lattice pitch,
from 180 to 300 mm, using only two driving devices.
In the caisson top there is a circular hole having
a diameter greater than that of the tank, closed
by a rotating cover of which two types are planned:
one, 10 cm thick, to be used at zero reactor power;
the other, 110 cm thick, to be used when operating
at 1 kW (maximum reactor power). The cover has
a radial slot which allows acces to every point of
the reactor.
Reactor vessel and caisson are under a slight
nitrogen overpressure to prevent from entry of
atmosphere moisture which would degrade the
D 2 0 isotopic concentration. Gas tightness is ensured
by means of an inflatable rubber seal adherent to
the rotating cover.
The lateral shielding is achieved with a 1.70 m
thick ordinary concrete wall. A passage between
the reflector and the shield leads to flux detectors
and control servomechanisms.
The caisson is provided with a barite concrete shield,
representing with the cover the upper protection.
This is completed by two 60 cm thick concrete
plates, sliding on rails.
Shielding allows work around and over the reactor,
at 1 kW power.
b) Control and safety devices and subsidiaries

During the substitution measurements, control 1s
carried out by varying the heavy water level. A
boral skirt, sliding between the tank and the reflector, follows the heavy water level with its lower
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Fig. 3 - Reactor vertical cross section. 1) Rotating cover. 2) Central fuel element oscillating system. 3) Adjustable suspension
system. 4) Boron skirt. 5) Heating fuel element. 6) Concrete.
7) Reference fuel element. 8) Safety rods. 9) Regulating plates.
10) Graphite.

edge, thus preventing neutron reflection beyond the
free level of water.
Four plates (two vertical and two horizontal),
sliding into holes in the reflector, allow automatic
control of the reactor power. The horizontal plates
are necessary in operations in which the boral
skirt, which shields the vertical plates by making
the reactor radially bare, is lowered.
The safety apparatus consists of two stainless steelsheathed boron carbide rods, which may fall by
gravity into the centre of the core. In addition, a
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remote controlled valve opens when either the
power is too high or the period too short, permitting
rapid (10 m•/min) evacuation of the tank.
Several circuits are contemplated for heavy water:
filling and emptying of tank, purification by means
of ions exchange resins, heat exchangers and heaters
for measurements at several temperatures. Dosed
amounts of heavy water may be introduced into or
drawn out of the tank by means of calibrated
vessels.
A special apparatus measures the level of heavy
water in the core with a very good precision (0.2 mm
error). A device for measuring and continuously
recording the heavy water isotopic concentration is
also provided.
The building housing the reactor is furnished with
three overhead cranes: one of 50 tons and two of
5 tons. Furthermore, a 300 kg telescopic crane
permits easy loading and unloading of fuel elements
from the reactor and their location in a special
storage beside the reactor. A metallic structure
permits an easy assembling or manipulating of the
unirradiated fuel elements. A cell, containing
suitable pliers and master slave manipulators, is
contemplated for the irradiated fuel elements. It
is, thus, possible to take away the detectors arranged in the elements and irradiated for a long
time, to perform the measurements of the microscopic parameters of the lattice.

Finally, in the last step the measurements will be
performed on the irradiated elements of the Orgel
reactor. This is necessary because the synthetic
fuels and the irradiated ones differ by:
a) the spatial distribution of the nuclei, which
modifies, for instance, the shadow effect for the
resonances captures of Pu-240 and the hardening
of the neutron spectrum from the boundary towards
the centre of the fuel rods;
b) the presence and the distribution of the fission
products that it is difficult to obtain in a synthetic
fuel.
The high cost of synthetic fuel elements and the
difficulties in handling a great number of irradiated
elements, as is necessary in integral measurements
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
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A second step will introduce the use of synthetic
fuel elements in which slight modifications in the
fuel composition will be effected, e.g. substitution
of small amounts of U-235 with Pu-239.
Thus, a comparison of several fissile nuclei in a
set of very different spectra may be obtained.
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Buckling measurements by the substitution method
will be performed initially for unirradiated Orgel
lattices. In this first step, the effect of all geometrical
and engineering parameters of the lattice on the
neutron balance will be studied, the isotopic composition of the fuel (natural uranium) being kept
constant.
These data are certainly inadequate, because they
are related to one particular condition of the reactor
life, i.e. to his start-up.
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Fig. 4 - Sketch of the pitch changing mechanism.
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with the substitution method, have suggested an
experiment from which the behaviour of the neutron
properties with burn-up may be determined by a
single rod analysis. With this aim, the oscillation
of the central rod of ECO is being devised through
the employment of a toothed wheel mechanism
now under study.
The flux modulation method may present difficulties in the interpretation of data, but we hope
that they will be partly overcome by limiting us
only to comparison measurements.
On the other hand, this method allows a very sensitive evaluation of differential effects, if one reduces the noise error by proper choosing of the duration of the oscillation experiment and if the
reactor power does not present appreciable drifts.
This method permits the analysis to be limited to
small samples, which are therefore in neutron spectrum conditions well-defined by the surrounding
lattice.
In ECO, provision is made also for the measurement
of the temperature coefficients (of the organic liquid,
of the moderator, etc.). It is possible to heat the
whole core up to 80 °C by means of a heavy water
circuit; the water is let in through a series of holes
in the boundaries of the tank bottom, and let out
through an annular tube placed in the middle of
the bottom.
As the organic liquid is a rather strong neutron
absorber, there is the possibility to have a fast
positive coefficient of temperature; to determine
this temperature coefficient, substitution experiments will be performed with special fuel elements,
in which the organic liquid may be heated up to
250 °C by means of heating resistors and circulated
by a pump.
The experimental program on the ECO reactor includes the study of the behaviour to a pulsed source.
For this purpose, a 1 Me V Van der Graaff accelerator
is provided. The pulses may have length from 10
to 3000 µs with a frequency from 1 to 1000 p · s- 1•
The accelerated particles are deuterons and the
target will be mostly beryllium, but the possibility
of using lithium target is also foreseen. Beryllium
was preferred to tritium because it has a much
longer lifetime and the neutrons from the reaction
Be• (d, n) B 10 have maximum energies of 5 Me V.
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The neutrons from the reaction T (d, n) He have
energies up to 10 Me V, whilst the experiments will
concern mostly thermal neutrons.
The ionic current obtainable depends upon the
working conditions of the accelerator: it is of 1 mA
for continuous working condition, but it may rise
up to 5 mA in pulse conditions. In the first case,
a beryllium target would produce 1011 neutrons/s,
and a lithium one 2, 1011 neutrons/s.
To develop an exhaustive correlation between the
calculation methods and the experimental determinations of the buckling, thermal utilization
factor, resonance escape probability, fast fission
factor, initial conversion factor will be measured
systematically.
Owing to the importance of the neutron spectrum
problems in an Orgel-type reactor, in which the
coolant and the moderator are at different temperature, measurements of the spectrum will be
performed both by selective detectors and the
time-of-flight technique. For the latter purpose,
radial aluminium tube will allow the extraction of
a neutron beam, to be analyzed by a time-of-flight
selector. In this experiment, the reactor power will
be kept at 1 kW, in order to obtain flux of about
10• n/cm2 s. •
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riassunto
CRITERI DI PROGETTAZIONE, CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE E
PROGRAMMA SPERIMENTALE DEL REATTORE ECO

La struttura critica ECO e destinata a misure di buckling
dei reticoli ORGEL con ii metodo della sostituzione progressiva e alla valutazione di altri importanti parametri
neutronici di tali reticoli quali i coefficienti di temperatura,
la variazione della reattivita in funzione de! burn-up, i parametri microscopici, lo spettro neutronico. In questo rapporto vengono dettagliatamente descritti i criteri usati per
la scelta dei parametri de! nocciolo, alcune caratteristiche
tecniche ed ii programma sperimentale de! reattore ECO.
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